
Type basics Intro

Things to think about 
when you’re getting your 
head around choosing 
and using type… 

Graphic design and type basics



Type basics Intro

Terminology 
Choosing typefaces 
Using typefaces         
     



Type basics Terminology: typefaces

Image credit:  
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/75/31/3a/
75313a22865a76b8dc49f413254696fa.jpg

Font

Typeface 
(font family)

Typefaces 
vs. fonts          
     

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/75/31/3a/75313a22865a76b8dc49f413254696fa.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/75/31/3a/75313a22865a76b8dc49f413254696fa.jpg


Type basics Terminology: classifications

Classifications         
     

Image credit: Brian Lucid

Recommended watching: Brian Lucid on 
Typographic Taxonomy: 
 https://webcast.massey.ac.nz/Mediasite/Play/
9e98c864aadc46b48114eb699d9214c21d 

https://webcast.massey.ac.nz/Mediasite/Play/9e98c864aadc46b48114eb699d9214c21d
https://webcast.massey.ac.nz/Mediasite/Play/9e98c864aadc46b48114eb699d9214c21d
https://webcast.massey.ac.nz/Mediasite/Play/9e98c864aadc46b48114eb699d9214c21d
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Sans serif (no pointy bits) 

 

Serifs (with pointy bits) 

 
e.g 

Helvetica Neue

Arial 
Ubuntu 
Avenir 
Futura 

e.g 
Baskerville 
Garamond 
Sabon 
Tiempos 
Didot

The main groupings:
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Great Women Artists 
book, Pentagram 

Image credit:  
https://www.pentagram.com/work/great-
women-artists?rel=sector&rel-id=7

PrepWell concept app for WREMO 
Jo Bailey and Tristam Sparks

Wellington 10 Year Plan 
projection, Nick Kapica 

Image credit: https://www.behance.net/gallery/
67587817/Our-10-Year-Plan

Terminology: classifications

https://www.pentagram.com/work/great-women-artists?rel=sector&rel-id=7
https://www.pentagram.com/work/great-women-artists?rel=sector&rel-id=7
https://www.behance.net/gallery/67587817/Our-10-Year-Plan
https://www.behance.net/gallery/67587817/Our-10-Year-Plan
https://www.behance.net/gallery/67587817/Our-10-Year-Plan
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Glyphics like Albertus 
Monospaced like OCR 
Scripts like Snell Roundhand and Marker Felt 
Blackletter like Fette Fractur 
Decorative like Critter 
Symbols like Zapf Dingbats 

Then everything else…

*like Linotype Warning
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Signage for the 
Cathedral Church of 
St. John the Divine 
in New York 

Image credit: https://segd.org/cathedral-
church-st-john-divine-dog-signage

Terminology: classifications

Massey Wellington 
Library  

Image credit: https://
www.strategycreative.com/jp/projects/massey-
university-library-wayfinding

https://segd.org/cathedral-church-st-john-divine-dog-signage
https://segd.org/cathedral-church-st-john-divine-dog-signage
https://segd.org/cathedral-church-st-john-divine-dog-signage
https://www.strategycreative.com/jp/projects/massey-university-library-wayfinding
https://www.strategycreative.com/jp/projects/massey-university-library-wayfinding
https://www.strategycreative.com/jp/projects/massey-university-library-wayfinding
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Thin 
Light 
Roman 
Bold 
Black 
Extra black 

Terminology: describing type

Font  
descriptors          
     

Image credit:  
https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/
fontology/level-1/type-families/about-
typeface-families

Font

weights
Ultra condensed 
Condensed 
Roman 
Extended

widths italic
Aka oblique 
italics are slanty 
romans are not

https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontology/level-1/type-families/about-typeface-families
https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontology/level-1/type-families/about-typeface-families
https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontology/level-1/type-families/about-typeface-families
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UPPER CASE 
Title Case 

lower case 
Sentence case

in points for 
print, ems or 
pixels for 
screen 

Font  
descriptors          
     size

Upper 
Lower 
Title 
Sentence

case

150pt

Terminology: describing type
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Cheat sheet at https://
www.quora.com/q/
euuromxiqgovhbua/
The-Anatomy-of-
Typefaces-The-
anatomy-of-type

Animated terminology tool at 
https://www.supremo.co.uk/
typeterms/

Terminology: describing type

https://www.quora.com/q/euuromxiqgovhbua/The-Anatomy-of-Typefaces-The-anatomy-of-type
https://www.quora.com/q/euuromxiqgovhbua/The-Anatomy-of-Typefaces-The-anatomy-of-type
https://www.quora.com/q/euuromxiqgovhbua/The-Anatomy-of-Typefaces-The-anatomy-of-type
https://www.quora.com/q/euuromxiqgovhbua/The-Anatomy-of-Typefaces-The-anatomy-of-type
https://www.quora.com/q/euuromxiqgovhbua/The-Anatomy-of-Typefaces-The-anatomy-of-type
https://www.quora.com/q/euuromxiqgovhbua/The-Anatomy-of-Typefaces-The-anatomy-of-type
https://www.quora.com/q/euuromxiqgovhbua/The-Anatomy-of-Typefaces-The-anatomy-of-type
https://www.supremo.co.uk/typeterms/
https://www.supremo.co.uk/typeterms/
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Type basics Terminology: describing type
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What’s your 
type?         
     

Choosing typefaces

Just My Type 
Simon Garfield 
Profile Books, 2010
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Te Papa Board Book Series 
Te Papa Press, 2015 
Design by Jo Bailey and Anna Brown

‘Personality’          
     

Purpose + personality



Type basics

Cooper  
Black         
     

Purpose + personality



Type basics

Cooper  
Black         
     

Image credit: https://fontsinuse.com/uses/
16613/garfield-comics-series

Image credit: https://
fontsinuse.com/uses/17142/boiler-
room-poster-series

Purpose + personality

https://fontsinuse.com/uses/16613/garfield-comics-series
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/16613/garfield-comics-series
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/16613/garfield-comics-series
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/17142/boiler-room-poster-series
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/17142/boiler-room-poster-series
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/17142/boiler-room-poster-series
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Gotham        
     

Purpose + personality
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Gotham        
     

Image credit: https://
neilpardingtondesign.com/
pukeahu-national-war-
memorial-park

Image credit: https://
fontsinuse.com/uses/10513/arte-
magazin-redesign-issue-10-2015

Image credti” https://
fontsinuse.com/uses/1603/
obama-2008-campaign-
posters

Purpose + personality

https://neilpardingtondesign.com/pukeahu-national-war-memorial-park
https://neilpardingtondesign.com/pukeahu-national-war-memorial-park
https://neilpardingtondesign.com/pukeahu-national-war-memorial-park
https://neilpardingtondesign.com/pukeahu-national-war-memorial-park
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/10513/arte-magazin-redesign-issue-10-2015
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/10513/arte-magazin-redesign-issue-10-2015
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/10513/arte-magazin-redesign-issue-10-2015
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/1603/obama-2008-campaign-posters
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/1603/obama-2008-campaign-posters
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/1603/obama-2008-campaign-posters
https://fontsinuse.com/uses/1603/obama-2008-campaign-posters
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“If you remember the shape of your spoon  
at lunch, it has to be the wrong shape.  
The spoon and the letter are tools.  
One to take food from the bowl, the other  
to take information off the page 
 
Adrian Frutiger 
Quoted in Just My Type: A book about fonts  
Simon Garfield 
Profile Books, 2010, p145 

Image credit: http://spoonplanet.com/dragonhunter.html

Purpose + personality

https://books.google.co.nz/books?id=SM6wrKiO5osC&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=%22If+you+remember+the+shape+of+your+spoon+at+lunch,+it+has+to+be+the+wrong+shape%22&source=bl&ots=YjJMXOX8Qw&sig=9S3x4nw67WsVK86jwVBKnZTDqVE&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjc9LCLzuzVAhWJUbwKHQJtCbwQ6AEIWTAM%23v=onepage&q=spoon&f=false


Type basics

       
     
Expressive or informational?

Purpose + personality
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Paula Scher for the 
Queens Metropolitan 
Campus

Image credit: https://www.semipermanent.com/
articles/interview-paula-scher

Expressive or informational?

Margaret Calvert and 
Jock Kinneir, UK road 
sign system 

Image credit: https://
www.londondesignfestival.com/medal-
winner-2017-margaret-calvert

Purpose + personality

https://www.semipermanent.com/articles/interview-paula-scher
https://www.semipermanent.com/articles/interview-paula-scher
https://www.semipermanent.com/articles/interview-paula-scher
https://www.londondesignfestival.com/medal-winner-2017-margaret-calvert
https://www.londondesignfestival.com/medal-winner-2017-margaret-calvert
https://www.londondesignfestival.com/medal-winner-2017-margaret-calvert
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Progressive 
Warm 
Innovative 
Serious 
‘Feminine’ 
Formal 
Laid back 
Classic 
Orderly 
Quiet 
Popular 
Familiar 
Old 

‣Subject matter? 
‣Medium? 
‣What are the colours  
(literal or emotional)? 
‣Who is the audience?  
‣What will appeal to them? 
‣What five words describe the 
‘personality’ of your project 

Conservative 
Cold 
Traditional 
Fun 
‘Masculine’ 
Casual 
Energetic 
Trendy 
Spontaneous 
Loud 
Solitary 
Unique 
Young

Purpose + personality
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‣systematic 
‣‘designerly’ 
‣ dynamic 
‣approachable 
‣modifiable 

Design for Make/Use 
Jo Bailey 
makeuse.nz 

Purpose + personality

http://makeuse.nz
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Image credit:  
https://newmediacentre.wordpress.com/
2014/07/21/the-five-most-inappropriate-uses-
of-comic-sans-ever/

‣serious 
‣authoritative 
‣ err… 

See also:  
http://makinggood.ac.nz/practice/visual-style/   

Purpose + personality

http://makinggood.ac.nz/practice/visual-style/
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Choose with purpose: 

Avoid novelty if it’s to be read 
(Though you can choose an interesting font for titles) 
Buy well-crafted typeface 

Limit your palette 
Look for useful families (weights, oblique thin/wide) 

See also:  http://makinggood.ac.nz/practice/typography/

Choosing typefaces

Mythos 
Dala Floda 
Calibre 
Akzidenz Grotesk 
Trade Gothic 

http://makinggood.ac.nz/practice/typography/


Type basics Usability

Where to start when choosing?      
     
‣personality + functionality 
‣look at good examples 
‣don’t copy, but do look for 
similar qualities 
‣test options 
‣You’ll end up with favourites

Try 
fontsinuse.com to look at in use examples 
https://www.typewolf.com/ for trending fonts 
https://www.whatfontis.com/ and https://
www.myfonts.com/WhatTheFont/ to identify fonts 

http://fontsinuse.com
https://www.typewolf.com/
https://www.whatfontis.com/
https://www.myfonts.com/WhatTheFont/
https://www.myfonts.com/WhatTheFont/
https://www.myfonts.com/WhatTheFont/
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Usability and 
accessibility        
     
Masataka Okabe (Jikei Medical School) 
and Kei Ito (University of Tokyo) colour-
blind friendly colour palette  https://wp.nyu.edu/siegal/color-palette/

Usability

https://wp.nyu.edu/siegal/color-palette/
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Specifications for 'Advance warning of traffic 
control devices Speed Limit Ahead 10 km/h — 
Speed limit Ahead’  https://www.nzta.govt.nz/
resources/traffic-control-devices-manual/sign-
specifications/view/67?category=734&term= 

https://wp.nyu.edu/siegal/color-palette/

Check  
the rules     
     

Usability

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/traffic-control-devices-manual/sign-specifications/view/67?category=734&term=
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/traffic-control-devices-manual/sign-specifications/view/67?category=734&term=
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/traffic-control-devices-manual/sign-specifications/view/67?category=734&term=
https://wp.nyu.edu/siegal/color-palette/
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Legibility 
determined by things like:  
‣x height 
‣character shape 
‣stroke contrast 
‣serifs (or not) 
‣weight

The legibility of a typeface is a 
product of its design, and relates 
to the ability to distinguish one 
glyph from another when reading. 

The legibility of a typeface is a 
product of its design, and relates to 
the ability to distinguish one glyph 
from another when reading. 

Mrs Eaves has 
a relatively 
low x-height

Caslon has a higher x-
height and is perhaps 
more legible

Usability
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Readability 
controlled through things like:  
‣case 
‣text size 
‣line spacing (leading) 
‣line length 
‣contrast 
‣colour

Hellish menu on 
Amtrak train

Usability
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a r c h i t e c t s 
seem to love 
s u p e r fi n e 
justified text 
w i t h p o o r 
contrast

Readability 
controlled through things like:  
‣case 
‣text size 
‣line spacing (leading) 
‣line length 
‣contrast 
‣colour

Usability
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Whole House Reuse 
Rekindle 
Book design: Matthew Galloway

Develop a 
      system        
     

Using typefaces

http://matthew-galloway.co.nz/projects/whole-house-reuse


The grid 

Image credit: https://medium.com/subform/better-grid-systems-in-ui-design-tools-495dc35c5791

Joseph Müller-Brockmann’s hand sketches from 
Grid Systems in Graphic Design

Graphic design basics Using typefaces

https://medium.com/subform/better-grid-systems-in-ui-design-tools-495dc35c5791
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Develop a 
      system        
     

Wayfinding in Te Ara Hihiko 
by Nick Kapica 
 
See: 
https://bestawards.co.nz/graphic/environmental-graphics/
massey-university-college-of-creative-arts-29/te-ara-hihiko/ 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-
y0QnFZr08rTDdFb01xR28xVTg

Using typefaces

https://bestawards.co.nz/graphic/environmental-graphics/massey-university-college-of-creative-arts-29/te-ara-hihiko/
https://bestawards.co.nz/graphic/environmental-graphics/massey-university-college-of-creative-arts-29/te-ara-hihiko/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-y0QnFZr08rTDdFb01xR28xVTg
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-y0QnFZr08rTDdFb01xR28xVTg
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Develop a 
      system        
     

Systems

See Legible London: 
http://appliedwayfinding.com/projects/legible-london-system-design/ 
https://segd.org/sites/default/files/2018-egd-cc-wb-research-london.pdf

Using typefaces

http://appliedwayfinding.com/projects/legible-london-system-design/
https://segd.org/sites/default/files/2018-egd-cc-wb-research-london.pdf
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Hierarchy        
     

The Anatomy of the 
Architectural Book 
Lars Müller 
Publishers, 2014 
Design by Drop/
João Faria 
 

Wayshowing for Te 
Ara Hihiko, Nick 
Kapica  
 

,

Using typefaces

https://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/
https://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/
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Wayshowing for 
Halle 14, Nick 
Kapica  
 

Government for the 
Public Good 
Bridget Williams 
Books, 2018 
Design by Jo Bailey 

Scale and space         
     

Using typefaces
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Details matter!      
     

Image credit: https://www.pri.org/stories/
2012-09-20/cecilia-gimenez-woman-who-
restored-jesus-fresco-now-suing-her-church

Using typefaces
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Column width and line length 

Image credit: https://bestawards.co.nz/graphic/editorial-and-books/inhouse/modern/

Using typefaces
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Justification  
Rarely justified! 
(also, no hyphenation) 

Image credit: https://theconversation.com/
kerning-spacing-leading-the-invisible-art-of-
typography-19699h

Using typefaces

https://theconversation.com/kerning-spacing-leading-the-invisible-art-of-typography-19699
https://theconversation.com/kerning-spacing-leading-the-invisible-art-of-typography-19699
https://theconversation.com/kerning-spacing-leading-the-invisible-art-of-typography-19699
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Text size and leading 
Make it comfortable  
to read 

Using typefaces
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Image credit: https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/04/8-
simple-ways-to-improve-typography-in-your-designs/

Rags 
‘consistently choppy’ 
without hyphenation

Using typefaces

https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/04/8-simple-ways-to-improve-typography-in-your-designs/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/04/8-simple-ways-to-improve-typography-in-your-designs/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/04/8-simple-ways-to-improve-typography-in-your-designs/
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Paragraphs 
Separate with an indent 
or a space after  

paragraph indent

section break marker paragraph space

paragraph space

Using typefaces
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Macrons on Māori words 
Use them!

Te Papa Board Book Series 
Te Papa Press, 2015 
Design by Jo Bailey and Anna Brown

Using typefaces
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Tracking 
Universal letterspacing

‣Don’t add positive tracking 
to body copy or lowercase 
titles 
‣Positive track capital letters 

Using typefaces
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‣Kern for optically 
balanced text 
‣Pay attention to numbers 
and certain pairs 
‣Use ligatures if the 
typeface has them

Kerning 
aka keming :-) 

Using typefaces
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Kerning 
aka keming :-) 

Sign above the Megaflicks store at State Road 52 and U. S. 19, Bayonet Point, Florida (2003). 
Image credit: Jeff Miller https://www.flickr.com/photos/ghs1922/7039039583  
https://www.creativebloq.com/typography/5-embarrassing-examples-bad-kerning-91412894

Using typefaces

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ghs1922/7039039583
https://www.creativebloq.com/typography/5-embarrassing-examples-bad-kerning-91412894
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Kerning 

Using typefaces
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Widow 

Orphan 

Widow: has a past but no future 
Orphan: has gone on alone 
Both to be avoided! 

Widows and orphans 

Text detailing
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Manipulating text  
(just don’t!) 

Using typefaces
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Quote marks 
Use the right ones

Using typefaces

✓

✗

In the glyphs palette under Type>Glyphs. Also, check ‘use typographers 
quotes’ in InDesign preferences
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The dashes in InDesign are in the glyphs palette under Type>Glyphs, or 
Type>Insert Special Characters>Hypens and Dashes

Dashes and hypens 
Use the right ones

Using typefaces
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Ligatures 
Special characters that join two 
letters together

with ligatures without  ligatures

Using typefaces

InDesign should apply these 
automatically but they are in 
the Glyphs palette
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‣Left aligned 
‣Not justified  
‣Good contrast 
‣Comfortable line length 
‣No double space after a full stop 
‣Use macrons 
‣Use the right dashes 
‣Check for ‘curly quotes’ not feet' and inches"

These are all best practice 
usability for dyslexic users.  
See https://usabilla.com/blog/
how-to-design-for-dyslexia/}

Using typefaces
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Iterate: 
test, evolve, 
repeat  
     

User testing  prototype app 
for WREMO: 
prepwell.makinggood.design

Summary
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‣If it’s supposed to be read, treat it like text to 
read, don’t make it into pictures 
‣Type ‘rules’ aren’t there to trip you up or be 
pointlessly pedantic – it’s always about  
reader-centricity! 

If in doubt… 

Summary
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how do you feel? 
how do you feel? 
how do you feel? 
HOW DO YOU FEEL?
how do you feel? 
how do you feel? 
how do you feel? 
how do you feel? 

how do you feel? 

how do you feel? 
how do you feel? 

“Words have meaning and 
typography has feeling.  
When you put them together it’s 
a spectacular combination. 

Paula Scher 
Eye Magazine Autumn 2010  
Reputations: Paula Scher

A last word from Paula…

http://www.eyemagazine.com/feature/article/reputations-paula-scher
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That’s it :-)
The end!




